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Ask any experienced Java programmer,     Core Java delivers the real-world guidance      you need to accomplish even the most challenging tasks That's why it's been      an international best seller for five straight years.     Core Java 2, Volume 1-Fundamentals covers      the fundamentals of Java 2 Platform Standard Edition, Version 1.3 and      includes completely revised discussions of object-oriented Java development,      enhanced coverage of Swing user interface components, and much more.

The fifth edition delivers even more of the robust,      real-world programs previous editions are famous for- updated to reflect JDK      1.3 deployment and performance enhancements. Volume 1 includes thorough      explanations of inner classes, dynamic proxy classes, exception handling,      debugging, the Java event model, Input/Output, and file management. For      experienced programmers, Core Java 2, Volume      1-Fundamentals sets the standard-again!
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PowerPoint  Advanced Presentation TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Get ready to motivate and excite your audience with your next PowerPoint  presentation! This no-nonsense, jargon-free guide dives right in to show you all  the exhilarating and powerful PowerPoint features that most people don’t even  know exist. Packed with priceless information that steers clear of stating the  obvious, this book...
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Introductory Economics (Fourth Edition)World Scientific Publishing, 2006

	This carefully constructed textbook empowers the reader with an understanding of fundamental economic concepts. There are 31 “one-concept” chapters. Each short chapter highlights one economic principle. The student can study one concept and be reinforced by the learning process before proceeding to another. The writing is lucid...
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A to Z of Physicists (Notable Scientists)Facts on File, 2003

	Another important survey in the Notable Scientists series, A to Z of Physicists focuses not only on the lives and personalities of those profiled, but also on their research and contributions to the field. A fascinating and important element of this volume is the attention paid to the obstacles that women and minority physicists have overcome...
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Human Factors and Ergonomics in Consumer Product Design: Methods and Techniques (Handbook of Human Factors in Consumer Product Design)CRC Press, 2011

	Every day we interact with thousands of consumer products. We not only expect them to perform their functions safely, reliably, and efficiently, but also to do it so seamlessly that we don’t even think about it. However, with the many factors involved in consumer product design, from the application of human factors and ergonomics...
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Living With the Internet and Online Dangers (Teen's Guides)Facts on File, 2010

	Living with the Internet and Online Dangers highlights the risks and problems that come with modern Web technology, as well as what teens can do to protect themselves. Chapters explore online job hunting, email scams and Internet fraud, finding that special someone online, and wireless security. Written in straightforward language, this new...
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Switch: How to Change Things When Change Is HardCrown, 2010

	Why is it so hard to make lasting changes in our companies, in our communities, and in our own lives?

	

	The primary obstacle is a conflict that’s built into our brains, say Chip and Dan Heath, authors of the critically acclaimed bestseller Made to Stick. Psychologists have discovered that our minds are ruled...
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